Floridians for Solar Choice Petition SCRIPT!
Greeting (smile and give a friendly wave)
Hi! Do you have a minute to sign a petition to bring more solar to Florida?
OR
Hi! Can you sign this solar petition?
If they say NO, or blow you off, just smile and say “thanks anyway, have a great day!”
Qualify
If they say YES or express some interest, follow up with: Are you a registered Florida voter?
If yes, “Great!” and immediately hand them the clipboard. If no, “ok well thanks anyway, have a great day!”
Continue (as they are looking over and starting to sign)
I’m a volunteer with Floridians for Solar Choice and we are trying to give more people access to solar power
in Florida through this proposed constitutional amendment.
This would give people an alternative to FPL (or Duke, etc. Insert name of company in your area) by
allowing Floridians to purchase solar energy from somebody other than the power company monopolies.
Florida is actually one of only four states in the country where this sort of solar access is ILLEGAL. Each
petition signed represents another Florida voter who wants access to affordable solar power. This is an
incredibly powerful message to legislators as we continue to fight to advance good solar policies in our state.
The Floridians for Solar Choice initiative would change Florida law and allow solar companies to install
solar panels on a home or business at no up-front cost and give them the right to sell the solar power they
generate to the home or business owner.
I just need to you fill this out. Make sure you fill in your name, the address where you are registered to vote,
date of birth, and then date and sign down at the bottom. Thank you so much!
*Take a quick look to make sure they correctly filled out all the information and then move on to the
next person! For more tips and role-playing scenarios, you can check out our volunteer training
video at flsolarchoice.org (under volunteer resources).

For those with additional questions, you can refer them to the fact
sheet, or have them email info@flsolarchoice.org, but it is NOT
WORTH IT to have long conversations, because you end up missing
many other people who would sign the petition right away. At this
point in the campaign, we want to focus on that 82% of Floridians
who support us so we can successfully collect the remaining
signatures needed if we hope to aim for the 2018 ballot.
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